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Abstract
Efficient simulation of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions for fluid flow is a long standing problem
in applied mathematics, for which state-of-the-
art methods require large compute resources. In
this work, we propose a data-driven approach
that leverages the approximation power of deep-
learning with the precision of standard solvers
to obtain fast and highly realistic simulations.
Our method solves the incompressible Euler
equations using the standard operator splitting
method, in which a large sparse linear system
with many free parameters must be solved. We
use a Convolutional Network with a highly tai-
lored architecture, trained using a novel unsu-
pervised learning framework to solve the linear
system. We present real-time 2D and 3D sim-
ulations that outperform recently proposed data-
driven methods; the obtained results are realistic
and show good generalization properties.

1. Introduction
Real-time simulation of fluid flow is a long standing prob-
lem in many application domains: from computational
fluid dynamics for industrial applications, to smoke and
fluid effects for computer graphics and animation. High
computational complexity of existing solutions has meant
that real-time simulations have been possible under re-
stricted conditions. In this work we propose a data-driven
solution to the invicid-Euler equations that is faster than
traditional methods, while remaining competitive in long-
term simulation stability and accuracy. This work is fo-
cused on computer graphics animation as the driving ap-
plication for our architecture, however the techniques pre-
sented here can be extended to more complicated forms of
Navier-Stokes (with appropriate modifications that are out-
side the scope of this work).
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The dynamics of a large number of physical phenomenon
are governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, which are a set of partial differential equations that
must hold throughout a fluid velocity field for all time steps.
There are two main computational approaches for simulat-
ing these equations: the Lagrangian methods, that approx-
imate continuous quantities using discrete moving parti-
cles (Gingold & Monaghan, 1977), and the Eulerian, meth-
ods that approximate quantities on a fixed grid (Foster &
Metaxas, 1996). We adopt the latter for this work.

Eulerian methods are able to produce accurate results sim-
ulating fluids like water with high compute costs. The most
demanding portion of this method is the “pressure projec-
tion” step, which satisfies an incompressibility constraint.
It involves solving the discrete Poisson equation and leads
to a well-known sparse, symmetric and positive-definite
linear system. Exact solutions can be found via tradi-
tional convex optimization techniques, such as the Precon-
ditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) algorithm or via sta-
tionary iterative methods, like the Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel
methods. PCG exhibits fast asymptotic convergence, how-
ever it suffers from high time-constants and is generally
not suited to GPU hardware. The Jacobi method is used for
real-time applications, however it suffers from poor asymp-
totic convergence. Additionally, the computational com-
plexity of both these algorithms is strongly data-dependent
(i.e. boundary condition dependent) and these iterative
methods are truncated in real-time to fit within a compu-
tational budget.

In this paper, we propose a machine learning based ap-
proach for accelerating this linear projection that is fast
and whose complexity is data-independent. We leverage
the power of deep-learning techniques to derive an approxi-
mate linear projection. We claim that our machine-learning
approach can take advantage of the statistics of fluid data
and the local sparsity structure of the discrete Poisson equa-
tion to learn an approximate method that ensures long-term
stability using a fixed computational budget. The main con-
tributions of this work are as follows:

(i) We rephrase the learning task as an unsupervised
learning problem; since ground-truth data is not re-
quired we can incorporate loss information from mul-
tiple time-steps and perform various forms of non-
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trivial data-augmentation.
(ii) We propose a collection of domain-specific ConvNet

architectural optimizations motivated by the linear
system structure itself, which lead to both qualita-
tive and quantitative improvements. We incorporate
an in-line normalization scheme, we devise a multi-
resolution architecture to better simulate long range
physical phenomena and we formulate the high level
solver architecture to include a “pressure bottleneck”
to prevent trivial solutions of our unsupervised objec-
tive.

(iii) Our proposed simulator is stable and is fast enough to
permit real-time simulation. Empirical measurements
suggest good generalization properties to unseen set-
tings.

(iv) We provide a public dataset and processing pipeline
to procedurally generate random ground-truth fluid
frames for evaluation of simulation methods.

The paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work
in Section 2. In Section 3 we briefly introduce the fluid
simulation techniques used in this paper. In Section 4 we
present the proposed model. We provide implementation
details in Section 5. Experimental results are described in
Section 6 and conclusion are drawn in Section 7.

2. Related Work
Recent work has addressed the problem of computational
performance in fluid simulations. (McAdams et al., 2010)
proposed a multi-grid approach as a preprocessing step of
the PCG method. This method can significantly improve
performance in large scene settings. However, multi-grid
methods are very difficult to implement, hard to parallelize
on the GPU, have non-trivial “failure-cases” (e.g. multi-
grid complexity resorts to single-resolution complexity for
simulations with highly irregular domain boundaries), and
the method still requires a iterative optimization procedure
with data-dependent complexity.

Some methods propose inexact (but efficient) approximate
solutions to the Poisson equation, such as iterated orthog-
onal projections (Molemaker et al., 2008) or coarse-Grid
corrections (Lentine et al., 2010). While these approaches
can be competitive in low resolution settings, they are data
agnostic: they do not exploit the statistics of the data to be
processed. A natural approach is to tackle the problem in a
data-driven manner - by adapting the solver to the statistics
of the data of interest. The main idea of data-driven meth-
ods is to reduce computation by operating on a representa-
tion of the simulation space of significantly lower dimen-
sionality. The Galerkin projection transforms the dynamics
of the fluid simulation to operations on linear combinations
of pre-processed snap-shots (Treuille et al., 2006; De Witt
et al., 2012). In (Raveendran et al., 2014) the authors pro-

pose generating complex fluid simulations by interpolating
a relatively small number of existing pre-processed simu-
lations. The state graph formulation (Stanton et al., 2014)
leverages the observation that on simple simulations only a
small number of states are visited.

More recently - and most related to this work - some au-
thors have regarded the fluid simulation process as a super-
vised regression problem. These approaches train black-
box machine learning systems to predict the output pro-
duced by an exact solver using random regression forests
(Ladický et al., 2015) or neural networks (Yang et al.,
2016) for Lagrangian and Eulerian methods respectively.
Ladický et al., propose an adaptation of regression forests
for smoothed particle hydrodynamics. Given a set of hand-
crafted features corresponding to individual forces, the au-
thors trained a regressor for predicting the state of each par-
ticle in the following time-step. Yang et al. train a patch-
based neural network to predict the ground truth pressure
given local previous-frame pressure, voxel occupancy, and
velocity divergence of an input frame.

A major limitation of existing learning-based methods is
that they require a dataset of linear system solutions pro-
vided by an exact solver. Hence, targets cannot be com-
puted during training and models are trained to predict the
ground-truth output always starting from an initial frame
produced by an exact solver, while at test time this initial
frame is actually generated by the model itself. This dis-
crepancy between training and simulation can yield errors
that can accumulate quickly along the generated sequence.
This problem is analogous to that encountered when gener-
ating sequences with recurrent neural networks, see (Ben-
gio et al., 2015) and references therein. Additionally, the
ConvNet architecture proposed by Yang et al. is not suited
to our more general use-case; in particular it cannot accu-
rately simulate long-range phenomena, such as gravity or
buoyancy. While providing encouraging results that offer a
significant speedup over their PCG baseline, their work is
limited to data closely matching the training conditions (as
we will discuss in Section 6).

Finally we point out that our work is related to the emergent
field of artificial intelligence (AI) referred as intuitive or
naive physics. Despite the tremendous progress achieved
in AI, agents are still far from achieving common sense
reasoning, which is thought to play a crucial role in the de-
velopment of general AI. Recent works have attempted to
build neural models that can make predictions about stabil-
ity, collisions, forces and velocities from images or videos,
or interactions with an environment (e.g. (Lerer et al.,
2016)). In this context, having accurate and efficient mod-
els for simulating a real world environment could be crucial
for developing new learning systems (Hamrick et al., 2016;
Fleuret, 2016; Byravan & Fox, 2016). We believe that our
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work could be used in this context in the more challenging
setting of an agent interacting with fluids, see for instance
(Kubricht et al., 2016).

3. Fluid Equations
When a fluid has zero viscosity and is incompressible it
is called inviscid, and can be modeled by the Euler equa-
tions (Batchelor, 1967):

∂u

∂t
= −u · ∇u− 1

ρ
∇p+ f (1)

∇ · u = 0 (2)

Where u is the velocity (a 2D or 3D vector field), t is time, p
is the pressure (a scalar field), f is the summation of exter-
nal forces applied to the fluid body (buoyancy, gravity, etc)
and ρ is fluid density. Equation 1 is known as the momen-
tum equation, it arrises from applying Newton’s second
law to fluid motion and describes how the fluid accelerates
given the forces acting on it. Equation 2 is the incompress-
ibility condition, which enforces the volume of the fluid to
remain constant throughout the simulation. For readers un-
familiar with fluid mechanics and it’s associated prerequi-
site topics (multi-variable calculus, finite-difference meth-
ods, etc), we highly recommend (Bridson, 2008) as an in-
troductory reference to this material.

We numerically compute all spatial partial derivatives us-
ing finite difference (FD) methods on a MAC grid (Harlow
& Welch, 1965). The MAC grid representation samples
velocity components on the face of voxel cells, and the
scalar quantities (e.g. pressure or density) at the voxel cen-
ter. This representation removes the non-trivial nullspace
of central differencing on the standard uniformly sampled
grid and it simplifies boundary condition handling, since
solid-cell boundaries are collocated with the velocity sam-
ples.

Equations 1 and 2 can be solved via the standard operator
splitting method, which involves an advection update and
a “pressure projection” step. Here is an overview of the
single time-step velocity update algorithm:

Algorithm 1 Euler Equation Velocity Update

1: Advection and Force Update to calculate u?t :
2: (optional) Advect scalar components through ut−1

3: Self-advect velocity field ut−1

4: Add external forces fbody
5: Add vorticity confinement force fvc
6: Set normal component of solid-cell velocities.
7: Pressure Projection to calculate ut:
8: Solve Poisson eqn,∇2pt = 1

∆t∇ · u?t , to find pt
9: Apply velocity update ut = ut−1 − 1

ρ∇pt

At a high level, Algorithm 1 step 1 ignores the pressure
term (−∇p of Equation 1) to create an advected velocity
field, u?t , which includes unwanted divergence, and then
step 7 solves for pressure, p, to satisfy the incompressibil-
ity constraint (Equation 2). This produces a divergence free
velocity field, ut. It can be shown that an exact solution
of p in step 8, coupled with a semi-Lagrangian advection
routine in steps 2 and 3, results in an unconditionally sta-
ble numerical solution. In our hybrid apporach we modify
step 8 by replacing the exact projection for a learned one.

For advection of scalar fields and self-advection of veloc-
ity, we perform a semi-Lagrangian backward particle trace
using the Maccormack method (Selle et al., 2008). When
the backward trace would otherwise sample the input field
inside non-fluid cells (or outside the simulation domain),
we instead clamp each line trace to the edge of the fluid
boundary and sample the field at its surface.

We use vorticity confinement (Steinhoff & Underhill,
1994) to counteract unwanted numerical dissipation, which
attempts to reintroduce small-scale detail by detecting the
location of vortices in the flow field and then introducing
artificial force terms to increase rotational motion around
these vortices. This firstly involves calculating the vortic-
ity strength, w = ∇× u, using central difference and then
calculating the per-voxel force, fvc = λh (N × w), where,
N = ∇|w|/‖∇|w|‖, λ controls the amplitude of vorticity con-
finement, and h is the grid size (typically h = 1).

Algorithm 1 step 8 is by far the most computationally
demanding component. It involves solving the following
Poisson equation:

∇2pt =
1

∆t
∇ · u?t (3)

Rewriting the above equation results in a large sparse lin-
ear system Apt = b, where A is referred to in the litera-
ture as the 5 or 7 point Laplacian matrix (for 2D and 3D
grids respectively). Despite A being symmetric and posi-
tive semi-definite, the linear system often has a large num-
ber of free parameters, which means that with standard it-
erative solvers a large number of iterations must be per-
formed to produce an adequately small residual. Further-
more, this number of iterations is strongly data-dependent.
In this paper, we use an alternative machine learning (and
data-driven) approach to solving this linear system, where
we train a ConvNet model to infer pt. The details of this
model will be covered in Section 4.

After solving for pressure, the divergence free velocity is
calculated by subtracting the FD gradient of pressure, ut =
u?t − 1

ρ∇pt.
To satisfy slip-condition boundaries at fluid to solid-cell in-
terfaces, we set the velocity of MAC cells so that the com-
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ponent along the normal of the boundary face is equal to the
normal component of the object velocity (i.e. n̂ · ufluid =
n̂ · usolid). The MAC grid representation makes this trivial,
as each solid cell boundary is at the sampling location of
the velocity grid.

4. Pressure Model
In traditional formulations, incompressibility is obtained
only when the pressure is a solution of the linear system
of equations given in Equation 3. However, in real-time
applications, PCG or Jacobi iterations are truncated be-
fore reaching convergence. Therefore the obtained veloc-
ity fields are divergent, which may lead to bad solutions
(i.e. volume change of smoke or fluid and other visual ar-
tifacts) and even instability1. As such, truncation forgoes
treating the incompressibility condition as a hard constraint
even if this is not the intention, and few guarantees can be
given for quality of the divergence residual at termination.
This is especially true in degenerate cases when the ma-
trix in the sparse linear system A has a large number of
free-parameters (for example with highly irregular geome-
try boundaries).

At the heart of this problem is the ability to predict the run-
time of PCG iterations as a function of the required accu-
racy and the specific data in which it is applied. While
there is a vast amount of literature in convex optimization,
how data complexity impacts convergence rate of convex
solvers is still not well understood (Oymak et al., 2015).
Recent works have attempted to shed some light on these
questions (Oymak et al., 2015; Giryes et al., 2016). These
results show that, given a fixed computational budget (al-
lowing for only a small number of iterations) in projected
gradient approaches, it is worthwhile using very inaccurate
projections that may lead to a worse solution in the long-
term, but are better to use with the given computational
constraints. While this line of work is promising, current
results only apply to random systems (such as Gaussian
maps) and specific types of input data (with local low di-
mensional structure) in order to characterize the form of the
inaccurate projections for a given problem. In the general
case, given a fixed computational budget, there is currently
no way of guaranteeing a pre-fixed tolerance with respect
to the optimality conditions for all possible inputs.

The fundamental observation is that, while there is no
closed form solution and a numerical solution might be
difficult to compute, the function mapping input data to
the optimum of an optimization problem is deterministic.
Therefore one can attempt to approximate it using a pow-
erful regressor such as deep neural network. Building upon

1Advection should only be done in a divergence-free velocity
field and typically there are no long-term (or multi-frame) mech-
anisms to ensure divergence is not accumulated.

this observation, another key contribution of this work is
that the learning task can be phrased as a completely un-
supervised learning problem, if an appropriate ConvNet ar-
chitecture is used. Instead of using supervised training to
directly infer and score the next frame velocity (or pres-
sure) - where the loss would be some distance measure to
ground-truth data - we measure the squared L-2 norm of
the divergence of the predicted velocity and minimize it di-
rectly:

fobj =
∑
i

wi {∇ · ût}2i

=
∑
i

wi

{
∇ ·
(
u?t −

1

ρ
∇p̂t

)}2

i

(4)

Where ût and p̂t are the predicted divergence free veloc-
ity and pressure fields respectively and wi is a per-vertex
weighting term which emphasizes the divergence of voxels
on geometry boundaries:

wi = max (1, k − di)
where di is a distance field with value 0 for solid cells, and
for fluid cells is the minimum Euclidean distance of each
fluid-cell to the nearest solid cell (i.e. a signed distance
field encoding of the occupancy grid). Since the fluid-solid
border represents a small fraction of the domain (due to
the sparse nature of the occupancy grid), without impor-
tance weighting it contributes a small fraction of the overall
loss-function, and might be ignored by our limited capacity
ConvNet. However the effect of this term is not significant
and has a minor contribution to the simulation quality.

The Equation 4 formulation has two significant benefits.
Firstly, since obtaining ground-truth velocity from expen-
sive iterative methods is no longer necessary, we can per-
form non-trivial data-augmentation to the input velocity
fields. Secondly, we can incorporate loss information from
a composition of multiple time-steps without the need of
running exact solvers for each frame. With this, we can
further improve our ConvNet prediction and long-term sta-
bility by adding an additional term to our objective function
that minimizes “long-term” divergence. We do so by step-
ping forward the simulation state from u0 for each training
sample, to a small number of time-steps n in the future (i.e.
we calculate ûn).2 Then we calculate the scalar value of
Equation 4 using this future frame and we add this to the
global objective (to be minimized by SGD). This process is
depicted in Figure 1.

To infer p̂t we use a Convolutional Network architecture
(fconv) parameterized by its weights and biases, c, and

2When training our model we step forward either n = 4 steps,
with probability 0.9, or n = 25 with probability 0.1. Furthermore
we use a random time-step - to promote time-step invariance -
according to ∆t = 1/30 ∗ (0.203 + |N (0, 1)|), where N (0, 1)
is a random sample from a Normal Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 2. Velocity-Update Architecture

whose input is the divergence of the velocity field, ∇ · u?t ,
and a geometry field gt−1 (a Boolean occupancy grid that
delineates the cell type for each voxel in our grid: fluid cell
or solid cell):

p̂t = fconv (c,∇ · u?t , gt−1) (5)

We then optimize the parameters of this network, c, to
minimize the objective fobj using standard deep-learning
optimization approaches; namely we use Back Propaga-
tion (BPROP) to calculate all partial derivatives and the
ADAM (Kingma & Ba, 2014) optimization algorithm to
minimize the loss.

A block diagram of our high-level model architecture is
shown in Figure 2, and shows the computational blocks re-
quired to calculate the output ût for a single time-step. The
advect block is a fixed function unit that encompasses the
advection step of Algorithm 1. After advection, we add the
body and vorticity confinement forces. We then calculate
the divergence of the velocity field∇·u?t which, along with
geometry, is fed through a multi-stage ConvNet to produce
p̂t. We then calculate the pressure divergence, and subtract
it from the divergent velocity to produce ût. Note that the
bottle-neck architecture avoids obtaining trivial solutions:
the perturbation applied by the CNN to the divergent ve-
locity is restricted to be a conservative vector field (i.e. the
gradient field with potential p̂t). Note that the only block
with trainable parameters is the ConvNet model and that all
blocks are differentiable.

Since the ConvNet (fconv) solves a linear system Apt = b,
we are free to scale the left and right hand sides by some
constant s; we calculate the standard deviation of the in-
put velocity field, s = STD (u?t ), and normalize the input
divergence by this scale value. We then undo the output
pressure scale by multiplying by the scale reciprocal. By
scale normalizing the input the learned network is made
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Figure 3. Convolutional Network for Pressure Solve

globally scale invariant (which helps generalization perfor-
mance). Recall that while the network is learning a linear
projection, the network itself is highly non-linear and so
would otherwise be sensitive to input scale.

The internal structure of the ConvNet architecture is shown
in Figure 3. It consists of 5 stages of convolution (spa-
tial or volumetric for 2D and 3D respectively) and Rectify-
ing Linear layers (ReLU). The convolutional operator itself
mimics the local sparsity structure of our linear system; at
each layer, features are generated from local interactions
and these local interactions have higher-level global behav-
ior in the deeper layers of the network. However a single
resolution network would have limited context which lim-
its the network’s ability to model long-range external forces
(for example the presence of gravity in a closed simulation
domain results in a low frequency pressure gradient). As
such, we add multi-resolution features to enable modeling
long range physical phenomenon by downsampling the first
hidden layer twice (average pooling), processing each res-
olution in parallel then upsampling (bilinear) the resultant
low resolution features before accumulating them.

Note that since our network is fully-convolutional, the size
of the domain can be modified at inference time; while we
train at 643 and 1282 resolutions for the 3D and 2D models
respectively, the network can perform inference on any size
domain.

Further improvements can be made to the architecture
of Figure 3. We have experimented with residual con-
nections (He et al., 2015), gated convolutions (Dauphin
et al., 2016) and significantly deeper network architectures.
These techniques do improve accuracy but at the cost of
added run-time and latency. Alternatively, run-time can
be reduced by replacing full-rank convolution kernels with
learned separable convolution stages (i.e. compositions of
low-rank convolutions) or by using recent model compres-
sion techniques (Lin et al., 2015; Hinton et al., 2015) for
moderate increases in output divergence.

Why not to use a ConvNet to learn an end-to-end map-
ping that predicts the velocity field at each time-step? The
chaotic change of velocity between frames is highly unsta-
ble and easily affected by external forces and other factors.
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We argue that our proposed hybrid approach restricts the
learning task to a stable projection step relieving the need
of modeling the well understood advection and external
body forces. The proposed method takes advantage of the
understanding and modeling power of classic approaches,
supporting enhancing tools such as vorticity confinement.
Having said this, end-to-end models are conceptually sim-
pler and, combined with adversarial training (Goodfellow
et al., 2014), have shown promising results for difficult
tasks such as video prediction (Mathieu et al., 2015). In
that setting, fluid simulation is a very challenging test case
and our proposed method represents an important baseline
in terms of both accuracy and speed.

5. Dataset Creation and Model Training
Note that while we do not need label information to train
our ConvNet, our network’s generalization performance
improves when using a dataset that approximately samples
the manifold of real-world fluid states. To this end, we pro-
pose a procedural method to generate a corpus of initial
frames for use in training.

In lieu of real-world fluid data, we use synthetic data
generated using an offline 3D solver, mantaflow (Pfaff &
Thuerey). We then seed this solver with initial condition
states generated via a random procedure using a combina-
tion of i. a pseudo-random turbulent field to initialize the
velocity ii. a random placement of geometry within this
field, and iii. procedurally adding localized input perturba-
tions. We will now describe this procedure in detail.

Firstly, we use the wavelet turbulent noise of (Kim et al.,
2008) to initialize a pseudo-random, divergence free veloc-
ity field. At the beginning of each simulation we randomly
sample a set of noise parameters (e.g. wavelet spatial scale
and amplitude) and we generate a random seed, which we
then use to generate the velocity field.

Next we generate an occupancy grid by selecting objects
from a database of models and randomly scaling, rotat-
ing and translating these objects in the simulation domain.
We use a subset of 100 objects from the NTU 3D Model
Database (Pu & Ramani, 2006); 50 models are used only
when generating training set initial conditions and 50 for
test samples. Figure 4 shows a selection of these models.
For generating 2D simulation data, we simply take a 2D
slice of the 3D voxel grid. Finally, we simulate small diver-
gent input perturbations by modeling inflow moving across
the velocity field using a collection of emitter particles of
random time duration, position, velocity and size.

With the above initial conditions, we use Manta to calculate
u?t by advecting the velocity field and adding forces. We
also step the simulator forward 256 frames (using Manta’s
PCG-based solver), recording the velocity every 8 steps.

Figure 4. A selection of 3D Models used in our dataset

We generate a training set of 320 “scenes” (each with a
random initial condition) and a test set of an additional 320
scenes. Each “scene” contains 32 frames 0.8 seconds apart.
We use a disjoint set of geometry for the test and training
sets to test generalization performance. The dataset is pub-
lic, as well as the code for generating it.

During training, we further increase dataset coverage by
performing data-augmentation. When stepping forward the
simulator to calculate long-term divergence, we randomly
add gravity, density and vorticity confinement of varying
strengths and with a random gravity vector.

6. Results and Analysis
The model of Section 4 was implemented in Torch7 (Col-
lobert et al., 2011), with two CUDA baseline methods
for comparison; a Jacobi-based iterative solver and a
PCG-based solver (with incomplete Cholesky L0 precondi-
tioner). For sparse linear system operations, we used prim-
itives from NVIDIA’s cuSPARSE and cuBLAS libraries.

To implement the model of (Yang et al., 2016) for compari-
son, we rephrase their patch-based architecture as an equiv-
alent sliding window model comprised of a 3x3x3 conv and
sigmoid stage followed by 3 stages of 1x1x1 convolutions
and sigmoid with appropriate feature sizing. Note that this
equivalent reimplementation as a ConvNet is significantly
faster, as we can make use of the highly optimized convolu-
tion implementations from NVIDIA’s cudnn library. Yang
et al. report 515ms per frame on a 96 x 128 x 96 grid,
while our implementation of their model takes only 9.4ms
per frame at this resolution.

The supervised loss specified by Yang et al. measures the
distance to a ground-truth output pressure (i.e. they train
a network in isolation to perform the pressure projection
only). For our dataset, this loss does not result in accurate
results. When fluid cells are surrounded by solid cells, each
connected component of fluid represents and independent
linear system, each with an arbitrary pressure offset. As
such, we modified the learning procedure of Yang et al. to
include a “pressure-normalization” routine which subtracts
the mean pressure in each connected-component of fluid
cells in the ground-truth pressure frames. This modifica-
tion enabled SGD to converge when training their model on
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our dataset. However despite this correction, the model of
Yang et al. does not learn an accurate linear projection on
our data; our initial condition divergent velocity frames in-
clude large gradient and buoyancy terms, which results in a
high amplitude, low frequency gradient in the ground-truth
pressure. The small 3x3x3 input context of their model is
not able to infer such low frequency outputs. Since these
loss terms dominate the Yang et al. objective, the network
over-trains to minimize it. Likely, this phenomena wasn’t
evident in Yang et al.’s original results due to the low diver-
sity of their training set, and the high correlation between
their evaluation and training conditions (perhaps their in-
tended use-case). The results of their model trained on their
objective function can be seen in Figure 6.

By contrast, our unsupervised objective minimizes diver-
gence after the pressure gradient operator, whose FD calcu-
lation acts as a high-pass filter. This is a significant advan-
tage; our objective function is “softer” on the divergence
contribution for phenomena that the network cannot easily
infer. For the remaining experimental results, we will eval-
uate an improved version of the Yang et al. model, which
we call our “small-model”3.

Figure 5 shows the computation time of the Jacobi method,
the small-model (sizing of Yang et al.) and this work4.
Note that for fair quantitative comparison of output resid-
ual, we choose the number of Jacobi iterations (34) to ap-
proximately match the FPROP time of our network (i.e. to
compare divergence with fixed compute). Since the asymp-
totic complexity as a function of resolution is the same for
Jacobi and our ConvNet, the FPROP times are equivalent.
PCG is orders of magnitude slower at all resolutions and
has been omitted for clarity. The small-model provides a
significant speedup over other methods. The runtime for
the PCG, Jacobi, this work, and the small-model at 1283

grid resolution are 2521ms, 47.6ms, 39.9ms and 16.9ms
respectively.

Note that with custom hardware (Movidius; Google Inc.),
separable convolutions and other architectural enhance-
ments, we believe the runtime of our ConvNet could be re-
duced significantly. However, we leave this to future work.

We simulated a 3D smoke plume using both our system and
baseline methods. The simulation data was created using
our real-time system (which supports basic real-time visu-

3The “small-model” is a single resolution pressure network
with only 3x3x3 context and trained using the loss function, top-
level architectural improvements and data-augmentation strate-
gies from this work. We include these experiments as a proxy
comparison for the original model of Yang et al.

4This runtime includes the pressure projection steps only: the
velocity divergence calculation, the linear system solve and the
velocity update. We use an NVIDIA Titan X GPU with 12GB of
ram and an Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPU.
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Figure 5. Pressure projection time (ms) versus resolution (PCG
not shown for clarity).

Figure 6. Plume simulation (without vorticity confinement). Top
left: Jacobi (34 iterations). Top Middle Jacobi (100 iterations).
Top Right: PCG. Bottom left: Yang et al. Bottom middle: small-
model. Bottom Right: this work.

alization), and the accompanying figures and supplemental
videos were rendered offline using Blender (Blender Foun-
dation). Video examples of these experiments can be found
in the supplemental materials. Since vorticity confinement
tends to obfuscate simulation errors (by adding high fre-
quency detail), Figures 6 and 7 were simulated without it.

Figure 6 shows a rendered frame of our plume simulation
(without geometry) for all methods at the same simula-
tion time-step. Note that this boundary condition is not
present in the training set and represents an input diver-
gent flow 5 times wider than the largest impulse present
during training. It is a difficult test of generalization per-
formance. Qualitatively, the PCG solver, 100 iteration Ja-
cobi solver and our network produce visually similar re-
sults. The small-model’s narrow receptive field cannot ac-
curately simulate the large vortex under the plume, and as
a result the plume rises too quickly (i.e. with too much
upward velocity) and exhibits density blurring under the
plume itself. The Jacobi method, when truncated early at
34 iterations, introduces implausible high frequency noise
and has an elongated shape due to inaccurate modeling
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Figure 7. Plume simulation with “Arch” geometry. Left: PCG.
Middle small-model Right: this work.

of buoyancy forces. We also repeat the above simulation
with solid cells from two models held out of our training
set: the “arc de triomphe” model (Pu & Ramani, 2006)
and the Stanford bunny (Turk & Levoy, 1994); the single
frame results for the arch simulation are shown in Figure 7.
Since this scene exhibits lots of turbulent flow, qualitative
comparison is less useful. The small-model has difficulty
minimizing divergence around large flat boundaries and re-
sults in high-frequency density artifacts as shown. Both
ConvNet based methods lose some smoke density inside
the arch due to negative divergence at the fluid-geometry
boundary (specifically at the large flat ceiling).

In addition to comparing divergence using fixed-compute,
we also performed the above experiment by fixing diver-
gence to maxt (||∇ · ut||) = 0.872, and measuring com-
pute. For Jacobi to match the divergence performance of
our network, it requires 116 iterations and so is 4.1× slower
than our network. Since calculating divergence at inference
time is fast and efficient, PCG can be used as a fallback
method if our system fails with minimal runtime penalty or
if the application at hand requires an exact solution.

Table 1 shows the maximum norm L2 linear system resid-
ual for each frame over the entire simulation. The maxi-
mum residual for the Yang et al. model was greater than
1e5 for both simulations (i.e. it fails on this test case). In-
terestingly, early termination of the Jacobi method at 34
iterations results in reduced long-term accuracy and visual
quality (Figure 6), however the maximum per-frame resid-
ual is still relatively low. This suggests that single frame
divergence alone is not a sufficient condition to maintain
long-term accuracy, and that the multi-frame error propa-
gation mechanisms are an extremely important (but harder
to quantify) factor.

As a test of long-term stability, we record the mean L2
norm of velocity divergence (E (‖∇ · ûi‖)) across all sam-
ples in our test-set. The result of this experiment is shown
in Figure 8. On our test-set frames, our method outper-

PCG Jacobi small-model this work

No geom <1e-3 2.44 3.436 2.482
With geom <1e-3 1.235 1.966 0.872

Table 1. Maximum residual norm throughout our Plume simula-
tion with and without geometry (maxt (||∇ · ut||)
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Figure 8. E (‖∇ · ûi‖) versus time-step for each frame sample in
our dataset (PCG not shown for clarity).

forms the small-model by a significant margin and is com-
petitive with Jacobi truncated to 34 iterations. Figure 8
also shows the results of our model when a single time-
step loss is used. Adding multi-frame components not only
improves the divergence residual over multiple time steps
as expected (since this is what we are directly minimizing),
but additionally the single frame divergence performance
is also improved. We attribute this to the fact that these fu-
ture frames effectively increase dataset diversity, and can
be seen as a form of dataset augmentation to improve gen-
eralization performance.

7. Conclusion
This work proposes a novel, fast and efficient method for
calculating numerical solutions to the inviscid Euler Equa-
tions for fluid flow. We present a data-driven approach for
approximate inference of the sparse linear system used to
enforce the Navier-Stokes incompressibility condition - the
“pressure projection” step. We propose an unsupervised
training-loss, which incorporates multi-frame information
to improve long-term stability. We also present a novel and
tailored ConvNet architecture, which facilitates drop-in re-
placement with existing Eulerian-based solvers. While the
proposed approach cannot guarantee finding an exact so-
lution to the pressure projection step, it can empirically
produce very stable divergence free velocity fields whose
runtime and accuracy is better than the Jacobi method
(a common technique used for real-time simulation) and
whose visual results are comparable to PCG, while be-
ing orders of magnitude faster. Code, data and videos are
made available at http://cims.nyu.edu/˜schlacht/
CNNFluids.htm.

http://cims.nyu.edu/~schlacht/CNNFluids.htm
http://cims.nyu.edu/~schlacht/CNNFluids.htm
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